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MATHS PLANNING YEAR 1 AUTUMN 2 WEEK 6 

Cup game In any order Systematic Self complete 

    

Whole class A3 Carpet pairs Focus group In books 

    

Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3 Sentence 4 

4 count on 3 is 7 4 and • • • is 7 4 + • • • = 7 4 + 3 = 7 

Key idea 1 Key idea 2 Key idea 3 Key idea 4 

Count on from a 
numeral with objects 

and fingers. 

 
We can partition groups 

by colour, size, shape 
etc. 

 
The whole can be split 
into 2 or more parts. 2 
or more parts can be 

added to make a whole. 

Independently work 
through a list of 

calculations and write in 
books using a margin. 
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 Lesson 

objectives 
Lesson structure (numbers in italics are possible numbers, they are examples and not the only numbers to be 
used) 

M
on

da
y 

Partition a 
group of 3d 
shapes by 
shape, colour 
or size, 
properties. 
 
Order 
Numicon by 
size. 
Group 
Numicon by 
pairs to 10. 
 
 
Match 
numerals to 
Numicon 
 
Exchange a 
Numicon for a 
numeral. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Count on from 
a numeral 
using ‘touch 
and count’. 
 
Total less than 
10 
 
 
 
Write __ count 
on __ is __ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recognise that 
a whole can be 
made of more 
than 2 parts 

Partition a group by shape, colour, size 

Sort a group of things by shape… size… colour…  How many different ways can we sort this? Use 
different shapes each day. 
Daily getting out and putting away Numicon (each child has their own box) – find 1, put that here (on left of 

space); find 2, put that here… find 10 put that here.  
…at end of use, take your box, find 10 put it in, find 9, who is 9’s partner, put it in etc.  
 
Game: Cup game in pairs – making 7: partner 1, hides one part of seven (eg.  ) in hand and shows other part 
(eg. ); partner 2, guesses the missing part. Play 3 x partner 1 and 3 x partner 2. 
Quick recap complete 7 grid: - make sure you include zero. 
Match numerals to values 

Digit cards  T shows card and C show Numicon. T shows Numicon and C shows card. 
Independent Match each Numicon to each digit card on the table, lay out in order. 
Swap Numicon for numeral 

Model –Take  how many here? Place on  Take , how many here? Place on mat. How many 
altogether? Combine together and count 7. 

Put  and  in separate boxes. Swap  for , how many here? And , how many here? “We count from 4. 
Everybody say 4 and” point at holes in  and count “5, 6, 7” how many altogether?  

Repeat with partners…  and Numicon to make numbers less than 10. 
Count on from Numeral 

Take 6 digit card , how many here? Place on  Take , how many here? Place on mat. Move both 

to combined space. How many altogether? “We count on…” Point to , MT “6”, YT “6”, “I have 6 and…” point to 
first hole in  and count “7, 8, 9” how many altogether? [repeat] 

Repeat with partners…  and Numicon to make numbers less than 10. 
Record as a sentence 
 
On board T write 6 count on 3 is 9. Read together “6 count on 3 is 9”. MTYT “6 count on 3 is 9”. 
MTYT MT=”6 is one part, 3 is one part, the whole is 9” (move the card and Numicon as you say it) YT = “6 is one 
part, 6 is one part, the whole is 9” 
Focus group 
Teacher (Hexagons, triangles and pentagons) 
As carpet task… 

1. Everyone place  on left box , how many 
here? 

2. Everyone place Numicon  on right part, how many 
here? 

3. Everyone, point to 5, say “5” and count touching each 
Numicon hole “6, 7”, how many altogether? 
Repeat a few times, different numbers up to 9. 

4. Record on mini  5, 2, 7 
5. Take a digit card, take a Numicon (use 2, 3, 4, 5), place 

on mat 

6. Record on mini  5, 2, 7 

TA (Circles then Squares) 
 

Partitioning using  
as week 4. 
 

Combining using  
as last week. 
 

Complete  

Independent 
Arrange 9 pegs 
in two colours 
Unifix colouring 
patterns 

 
Sorting people 
into sets. 

 

 
A whole can be made of more than 2 parts 

 

Model  on one part how many here?,  on other part how many here?,   on other part how 
many here?,    on whole how many altogether? 
Say 2 and 3 and 4 make 9, Record 2 + 3 + 4 = 9 
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Tu
es

da
y 

Partition a 
group of 3d 
shapes by 
shape, colour 
or size, 
properties. 
 
Order 
Numicon by 
size. 
Group 
Numicon by 
pairs to 10. 
 
 
Match 
numerals to 
Numicon 
 
Exchange a 
Numicon for a 
numeral. 
 
 
Count on from 
a numeral 
using ‘touch 
and count’. 
 
Total less than 
10 
 
Write __ count 
on __ is __ 
 
__ and ••• is 
__ 
 
 
Recognise that 
a whole can be 
made of more 
than 2 parts 

Partition a group by shape, colour, size 

As Monday, choose different shapes   How many different ways can we sort this? 
Daily getting out and putting away Numicon as Monday 
 
Game: Cup game in pairs – as Monday 
 
Match numerals to values 

Digit cards  as Monday. 
Independent as Monday. 
Swap Numicon for numeral 
Model –Do this as Monday, they need to keep seeing how we have gone from objects to cards. 
Count on from Numeral 
As Monday but make sure card and Numicon make numbers less than 10. 
Record as a sentence 
On board T write 6 count on 3 is 9. Read together “6 count on 3 is 9”. MTYT “6 count on 3 is 9”. 
MTYT MT=”6 is one part, 3 is one part, the whole is 9” (move the card and Numicon as you say it) YT = “6 is one 
part, 6 is one part, the whole is 9” 
On board T writes 6 and • • • is 9 
Focus group 
Teacher (Circles then Squares) 
As carpet task… 
 
As Monday 

TA (Hexagons, triangles and pentagons) 
 
As Monday 
 

Combining using  as yesterday with digit cards. 

Independent 
As Monday 

A whole can be made of more than 2 parts 

Model  on one part how many here?,  on other part how many here?,   on other part how many here?, 
   on whole how many altogether? 

Say 2 and 3 and 4 make 9,  
 
Record 2 + 3 + 4 = 9 

 

W
ed

ne
sd

ay
 

Partition a 
group of 3d 
shapes by 
shape, colour 
or size, 
properties. 
 
Order 
Numicon by 
size. 
Group 
Numicon by 
pairs to 10. 
 
 
Match 
numerals to 
Numicon 
 
Exchange a 
Numicon for a 
numeral. 

Partition a group by shape, colour, size 
As Monday, choose different shapes   How many different ways can we sort this? 
Daily getting out and putting away Numicon as Monday 
 
Game: Cup game in pairs – as Monday 
 
Match numerals to values 

Digit cards  as Monday. 
Independent as Monday. 
Swap Numicon for numeral 
Model –Do this as Monday, they need to keep seeing how we have gone from objects to cards. 
Count on from Numeral 
As Monday but make sure card and Numicon make numbers less than 15. 
Record as a sentence 
On board T write 6 count on 3 is 9. Read together “6 count on 3 is 9”. MTYT “6 count on 3 is 9”. 
MTYT MT=”6 is one part, 3 is one part, the whole is 9” (move the card and Numicon as you say it) YT = “6 is one 
part, 6 is one part, the whole is 9” 
Record on squared paper,  

         
 5 and • • • is 8  
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Count on from 
a numeral 
using ‘touch 
and count’. 
 
Total less than 
15 
 
Write __ and 
••• is __, focus 
on squared 
paper 
 
Write question 
letter in a 
margin and 
record 1 digit 
in each box. 
 
Recognise that 
a whole can be 
made of more 
than 2 parts 

Focus group 
Teacher (Hexagons, triangles and pentagons) 
As carpet task but with focus on books, T has squared paaper to model 
what to do. 

1.  Everyone read question a, say it together. 
2. In books, write a in margin. Write 4 and 3 in squares.  

3. Everyone place  on left box , how many here? place 
Numicon  on right part, how many here? point to 4, say “4” and 
count touching each Numicon hole “5, 6, 7”, how many altogether? 

4. Write “is” and the “7” in next squares. 
5. Work through all 4 questions. 

TA (Circles then 
Squares) 
 
As Monday 
 
Combining using 

 as 
yesterday with digit 
cards. 

Independent 
As Monday 

A whole can be made of more than 2 parts 

Model  on one part how many here?,  on other part how many here?,   on other part how many here?, 
   on whole how many altogether? 

Say 2 and 3 and 4 make 9,  
 
Record 2 + 3 + 4 = 9 

 

Th
ur

sd
ay

 

Partition a group of 3d 
shapes by shape, 
colour or size, 
properties. 
 
Order Numicon by size. 
Group Numicon by 
pairs to 10. 
 
Match numerals to 
Numicon 
 
Exchange a Numicon 
for a numeral. 
 
Count on from a 
numeral using ‘touch 
and count’. 
Total less than 15 
 
Write __ and ••• is __, 
focus on squared paper 
 
Write question letter in 
a margin and record 1 
digit in each box. 
 
Recognise that a whole 
can be made of more 
than 2 parts 

Partition a group by shape, colour, size 
As Monday, choose different shapes   How many different ways can we sort this? 
Daily getting out and putting away Numicon as Monday 
 
Game: Cup game in pairs – as Monday 
 
Match numerals to values 

Digit cards  as Monday. 
Independent as Monday. 
Swap Numicon for numeral 
Model –Do this as Monday, they need to keep seeing how we have gone from objects to cards. 
Count on from Numeral 
As Monday but make sure card and Numicon make numbers less than 15. 
Record as a sentence 
On board T write 6 count on 3 is 9. Read together “6 count on 3 is 9”. MTYT “6 count on 3 is 9”. 
MTYT MT=”6 is one part, 3 is one part, the whole is 9” (move the card and Numicon as you say it) YT = “6 is 
one part, 6 is one part, the whole is 9” 
Record on squared paper,  

         
 5 and • • • is 8  
         

 

Focus group 
Teacher (Circles then 
Squares) 
As Wednesday 

TA (Hexagons, triangles and pentagons) 
As Monday 
 
Read questions and record in books as Wednesday 

Independent 
As Monday 

A whole can be made of more than 2 parts 
Model  on one part how many here?,  on other part how many here?,   on other part how many 
here?,    on whole how many altogether? 
Say 2 and 3 and 4 make 9,  
 
Record 2 + 3 + 4 = 9 
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Fr
id

ay
 

Partition a group of 3d 
shapes by shape, 
colour or size, 
properties. 
 
Order Numicon by size. 
Group Numicon by 
pairs to 10. 
 
Match numerals to 
Numicon 
 
Exchange a Numicon 
for a numeral. 
 
Combine 3 parts to 
make a whole. 
 
Count on from a 
numeral using ‘touch 
and count’. 
Total less than 15 
 
Write __ and ••• is __, 
focus on squared paper 
 
Write question letter in 
a margin and record 1 
digit in each box. 
 
Recognise that a whole 
can be made of more 
than 2 parts 

Partition a group by shape, colour, size 
As Monday, choose different shapes   How many different ways can we sort this? 
Daily getting out and putting away Numicon as Monday 
 
Game: Cup game in pairs – as Monday 
 
Match numerals to values 

Digit cards  as Monday. 
Independent as Monday. 
Swap Numicon for numeral 
Model –Do this as Monday, they need to keep seeing how we have gone from objects to cards. 
Combine three parts to make a whole 

Model  Put three Numicon (totalling 6) on mat   , 

how many here… here … here? How many altogether?  Record on table 
 
Say “1 and 3 and 2 make 6… 6 is made of 2 and 3 and 1… 6 is made of 3 parts, 1 part is 2, 1 part is 3, 1 part 
is 1 etc” 
 

Partners  Put three Numicon (totalling 6) on mat    
 
Say “1 and 3 and 2 make 6… 6 is made of 2 and 3 and 1… 6 is made of 3 parts, 1 part is 2, 1 part is 3, 1 part 
is 1 etc” 
 
Record as a sentence 

Model Write on board in squares  Read the number sentence “3 and 1 and 2 make 
6… 6 is made of 3 and 2 and 1… 3 plus 1 plus 2 makes 6… 3 plus 1 plus 2 equals 6”. 

Partners On whiteboards. Write on board in squares  Read the number sentence… 
 
Class work (mixed pairs) 

Display on board  In books children write question a. Everyone done that. 

Place Numicon on mat    , children combine and count how many here… here … 
here? How many altogether? 
Repeat for question b 
 
For question c (if this is going well), use a digit card for 6 instead of a Numicon. Ask each pair to take a  6 
card and place on mat, make the rest with Numicon. 
Point to 6, say “6 and “point to Numicon holes… “7, 8, 9, 10, 11” 
Repeat for question d 
ASSESS Who is recording independently, who is placing on mats (organisation), who is combining, who is 
counting on, who is recording answer?? (T and TA to observe) 
Independent 

 With three pencils colour different ways you can make 9. Ask secure to 
write a calculation to go with the colouring. 
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6 

0   
1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   

 
 

        
 a 4 + 2 + 3  
        
 b 5 + 1 + 2  
        
 c 6 + 3 + 2  
        
 d 5 + 4 + 3  
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0  
1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7  

 
         
 3 + 1 + 2 = 6  
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